
Smoke Outlook for 6/09 - 6/10
Eastern Arizona Mescal and Telegraph Fires 
Issued at: 2021-06-09 09:46 MDT

Special Statement 
US-60 from Miami to Globe - Expect moderate to heavy smoke
in this corridor once again today! Visibility will be between 1-3
miles at times. Motorists are urged to use extreme caution
when traveling in these areas.

Fire 
The Mescal Fire is currently 70,066 acres and the Telegraph
fire is at 80,822 acres. Fire activity has picked up on the
Mescal fire from the previous day, while the Telegraph fire
continues to be very active, as indicated by satellite heat
signatures. Expect fire activity to increase once again this
afternoon and remain active into the evening.

Smoke Today 
Moderate to heavy smoke is occurring this morning primarily
from the Telegraph Fire. Lesser smoke is being observed from
the Mescal Fire with most ground level smoke lifting between
900-1000 AM. As fire activity increases this afternoon,
moderate to heavy smoke will push northeast from the
Telegraph Fire. This will impact the US 60 corridor from Miami
to Globe, especially this afternoon when winds may push
smoke more east-northeast compared to past days. Light to at
times moderate smoke will be possible along SR70 from Globe
to Peridot.

Moderate to heavy smoke impacts are expected as smoke
settles into the US 60 corridor between Superior and Globe,
with lighter impacts in San Carlos and Peridot tonight into
Thursday.

Daily AQI Forecast  for Jun 09, 2021*

Yesterday Tue  Forecast Wed Thu
Station hourly 6/08 Comment for Today -- Wed, Jun 09 6/09 6/10

San Carlos Light to moderate smoke today and Thursday.

Peridot Light to moderate smoke today and Thursday.

Superior Light to moderate smoke today and Thursday.

Kearny-Hayden Light smoke each morning possible; no smoke during the afternoon.

Globe- Miami Heavy smoke in the morning becoming moderate in the afternoon.

*

Issued 2021-06-09 09:46 MDT by Dan Byrd - dan.byrd@noaa.gov

Air Quality Index (AQI) Actions to Protect Yourself
Good None
Moderate Unusually sensitive individuals should consider limiting prolonged or heavy exertion.
USG People within Sensitive Groups  should reduce prolonged or heavy outdoor exertion.
Unhealthy People within Sensitive Groups  should avoid all physical outdoor activity.
Very Unhealthy Everyone should avoid prolonged or heavy exertion.
Hazardous Everyone should avoid any outdoor activity.

*

*

Disclaimer: This forecast is based on fine particulates only; ozone is not included. Forecasts may be wrong; use at own risk. Use caution as conditions can
change quickly. See your health professional as needed. Smoke sensitive groups should take appropriate precautions.
*

Additional Links
Arizona Dept. of Environmental Quality  -- https://tinyurl.com/9frddrv5 --

Issued by USFS Wildland Fire Air Quality Response Program -- www.wildlandfiresmoke.net
Eastern Arizona Current Outlook -- tools.airfire.org/outlooks/EasternArizona
Smoke and Health Info -- www.airnow.gov/index.cfm?action=smoke.index*
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